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Abstract
It is assumed that launch vehicle ((Souse>) inserts

the spacecraft (SC) into the low Earth orbit (LEO).
Then chemical upper-stage (CUS) inserts the solar
electric propulsion upper-stage (SEPS) with payload
into the intermediate orbit. SEPS starts from the
intermediate orbit. It delivers the payload into
geostationary orbit (GSO). Duration of this flight phase
may be varied from a few months to 10 months,
Two possible cases of use of the CUS is examined.
In the first case the CUS increases an altitude of apogee
of a base orbit (LEO). In this case the altitude of
perigee of a intermediate orbit is practically equal to an
altitude of perigee of a base orbit, and the altitude of
apogee of a intermediate orbit is more than altitude of
apogee of a base orbit. The altitude of apogee of a
intermediate orbit depends on a impulse of velocity,
which CUS gives to a space vehicle. The altitude of
apogee of a intermediate orbit is the chosen
characteristic.
In the second case CUS inserts SC into an
intermediate circular orbit.
ln both cases an optimization of an injection
tmjectory of SC into a geostationary orbit with selection
of elements of intermediate orbit is carried out. The
analysis of possibility of using of stationary plasma
thrusters M200 and M2!N is carried out. An optimal
anode voltage of an thruster (specific impulse of an
thruster) is analyzed. We considered a mass of a
payload, which is delivered into a geostationary orbit.
as the criterion of optimization. A few versions the
CUS, a few levels of electrical power of the solar power
installation (10 kW! 20 kW. 30 kW and optimal
electrical power) are considered.
It is shown, that if the electrical power is equal to
20 kW then the mass of a payload can reach 633 kg
(transfer duration - 120 days), 1500 kg (transfer
duration - 300 days). In these cases the ml1 useful mass
on a geostationary orbit (including mass of electric
propulsion module) reaches 1700 kg and 2400 kg
accordingly. The optimal specific impulse of an
electrorocket propulsion subsystem equals 20 -25
km/set for practically interesting range of transfer

duration. For transfer with minimal duration (90 - 110
days) the optimal specific impulse equals 16 - 17
km&c.
Introduction.
The EP advantage in comparison with conventional
propulsion is well-known. Possibility to use SEPS in
combination with Chemical US to deliver SC from
parking LEO into GSO is considered by many authors
[l-7].
The main questions of the present research are:
*The research and comparison of two patterns of the
transfer of SC into geostationary orbit. For first pattern
the CUS increases an altitude of apogee of LEO and
doesn’t change a perigee of LEO. In this case an
intermediate orbit is elliptical one. For second pattern
of the transfer the CUS transfers SC into an
intermediate circular orbit. In first case a engine of
CUS burns one time. In second case a engine of CUS
burns two times or more. The considered problems are:
when each of the considered patterns is optimal one;
and the estimation of their possibility (the payload
mass, the useful mass. the transfer duration).
*The research of an iiffluence of specitic thrust of a
stationary plasma thruster to the characteristics of the
spacecraft. The determination of the optimal specific
t11rust.
*The research of an influence of a magnitude of the
electric power of a solar power plant to the
characteristics of the spacecraft.
We carried out our research with the using of the
new solution of the problem of optimal transfer
between elliptical noncoplanar orbits.
Rational flight patterns
We analyze possibility to deliver a payload from
LEO to GSO by means of SEPS in combination with
CUS. It is assumed that LV inserts a space vehicle into
LEO. This space vehicle consists of
*the payload. It is spacecraft which must be delivered
into GSO:
lCUS. The main parameters of CUS (the terminal
mass. the thrust, the specific impulse, maximal mass of
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propellant) are known, but its filling propellant mass
may be chosen;
lSEPS, Its onboard power plant and EP-module can
provide the payload operations on the GSO.
We consider a possibility to use:
@thelauncher “Souse”;
lChemical upper stage is “Fregat”;
*stationary plasma thrusters “M200” and “2%)” with
the anode voltage 200 -600 v;
*solar power plant. Electric power is about 10 kW. 20
kW, 30 kW.
The engine of CUS begins to work in the LEO. The
CUS inserts SC into some intermediate orbit. The
semimajor axis and longitude of the ascending node of
intermediate orbit are optimized The total eclipses
duration is increased when an inclination of an
intermediate orbit is decreased as well as this duration
is decreased when the altitude of SC orbit is increased.
That is why in some cases (cases of one burning of
GUS) we assume that the change of orbit plane by CUS
isn’t rational.
The SEPS begins to work in the intermediate orbit.
It delivers the payload into GSO. We vary a duration of
this flight phase from 60 days to 300 days (sometimes
and more).
The mission design problem is fOlIowing.

There are necessary to choose:
*optimal insertion scheme, which is provided by
given LV:
@optimal configuration of the CUS (its propellant
mass), optimal CUS type;
There are necessary to determine:
@theelements of the intermediate orbit;
*optimal configuration of the SEPS, optimal SEPS
type; the required propellant and the tank mass of
SEPS;
lthe rational control program of SEPS. This control
should maximize payload mass, which is delivered into
geostationary orbit for a fixed transfer duration.
Tbe inherent problems of the SEP mission design.
The SEP mission design problem generates some
inherent problems. There are follow.
1. Problem of the solar array attitude control. To
provide the maximum output power and the optimal
thrust control it is necessary to provide the independent
angular motion of the solar array angular motion of the
solar array and EP module. Otherwise, restriction of the
solar array angular motion led to restrictions of the
thrust direction.
2. Problem of the eclipses. It is necessary storage
battery to provide operation of the EP-module during
eclipses. There are coast arcs of the trajectory during
eclipses otherwise.
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3. Problem of the optimization of the power plant.
The output power of the solar power plant is chosen
parameter. The restrictions are a volume within the LV
nose fairing, mass of LV payload and SEPS and etc.
4. Solar array degradation problem.
Two modes of SEPS usage are possible. The EP
thrusters runs uninterruptedly during whole transfer
from intermediate orbit to GSO at the first mode. It is
necessary to use storage battery to provide EP thrusters
burning during eclipses. Otherwise, at the second
mode, trajectory includes coast arcs which corresponds
to eclipses. Second mode should be considered as the
main one. This is comlected with follow:
l
appropriate level of the electric power, which is
required to EP thruster. is high enough (10 kW and
more) ;
l
eclipses duration can be large enough;
l
required mass of the storage battery is very large.
Let’s note, that eclipses exists inevitably if transfer
duration is large enough.
The following strategy were under consideration
after SEPS departure from the intermediate orbit. The
thrust vector lies in the plane of local horizon, so it has
two components - transversal one and one, which is
normal to the orbit plane. The dependency of the thrust
components ratio vs. time is optimized. EP thrust
assumes constant during all illuminated trajectory arcs.
Transversal component of the thrust can change its
direction. Time of this direction switching is optimized
also.
So, there are follow control function: which should
be optimized:
l
ratio between transversal and normal components
of the thrust;
0 switching times of direction of normal thrust
component;
l
ratio between duration of the trajectory arcs. where
thrust accelerates and brakes SC:
l
position of the accelerating and braking arcs of
tmjectory.
The above mentioned control functions are chosen
on the base of solution optimal control problem. The
general approach to solve this problem is Pontrjagin
masimum principle. The performance index is payload
mass which is delivered into GSO.
SC Model
Launcher “Souse”.
LEO is circular orbit. Its altitude is 200 km. An
inclination of WE0 IS 62.8”. An initial mass of the
space vehicle into LEO is 6800 kg
Chemical UPner Stage.
Mathematical model of the mission analysis for the
use of CUS is conventional. We evaluate the required
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velocity increment to insert SC from LEO into the
intermediate orbit. The thrusting arc is placed in the
vicinity of the apsidal point. It is assumed, a thrust has
the transversal and binormal components. . Parameters
of the intermediate orbit are being optimized. Au
longitude of the ascending node of the intermediate
orbit is equal to an longitude of the ascending node of
the LEO. This longitude depends on the launch time of
a launcher.
We consider a possibility of use of CUS. &regat)).
Its characteristics are
*maximal propellant mass &ml) -5346 kg;
*terminal mass of CUS (&) - 940 kg;
*specific thrust (p,J 327 sec.
Useful propellant mass (M,) should be chosen. It is
not more the maximal propellant mass.
Required velocity increment depends on useful
propellant mass:
AV= - hd & ln ( O%A$,Y
Mw).
where M, - initial SC mass (in the beginning of the
thrusting arc) ;
pla & = WiJ_:S- SpeCifiC impulse Of CUS.
Solar Electric Propulsion Upner-Stage.
SEPS consists of two main parts.
1. The onboard solar power plant (SPP).
*It is assumed that specific mass (yspp) of the SPP is
given.
aWe take into account a degradation of the panels of
the solar panels. We assume that a degradation doesn’t
depend on the transfer tr&ctory and equals 25 percents
for year (degradation coefbcient 4= 0.25 % for year).
Our opinion is the real degradation is less the
considered one.
*The SPP parameters complies with some restrictions
(mass, volume and kinematics)
We propose that
maximal electric power of solar power plant is about 35
kW. We consider the following electric powers of
stationary plasma thrusters: 10 kW, 20 kW, 30 kW
*Mass of the solar power plant is being determined by
magnitude of the initial electric power. This electric
power depends on the needed electric power of
stationary plasma thrusters as well as depends on the
transfer duration. It is connected to the dependence of
degradation from the transfer duration.
2. EP mode. It consists of
*stationary plasma thrusters (SPT) of types M200 or
M290;
lEP-moduIe control system;
*Xenon storage and feed system, including xenon
itself;
*a secondaq power converter;
*a structure elements, which connect above mentioned
units.
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Anode voltage is varied from 200 V to 600 V.
The main nominal design parameters of the considered
SPT are presented in Table 1.
Table 1
IIhe lnnin nontinnl design parameters qfthe considered
‘Yf‘7:

400
0.944
25.5
20
500
0.858
28.9
20
0.790
20
600
32.0
4
11is assumed that any thruster provide the nominal
maguitudc of thrust (Table 3). The specific impulse and
efficicncg arc not changing during the transfer. So the
thrust magnitude cannot bc changed during the
transfer. The dcgmdation of the solar arrays leads to
necessity to adjust EP-module parameters with terminal
output power of the solar arrays (the output power in
geostationary orbit). 11 is assumed lhal degradalion
coellicient (kd) detemuncs the terminal output power
of lhc solar armys. The terminal oulpul power is linear
function of the transfer duration (T).
The terminal output power (Nk, in the GSO)
dcpcnds on the initial output power (NJ as well as
dcpcnds on transfer duration. We use the following
cxprcssion:
N, = Nd( l-oci) TImonth]/l2).
An initial thrust accclcration :
a, =P/M,.
where M, - the SC mass after a separation of CUS.
The trausfer duration (T) depends on an inilial
thrust acceleration and characteristic velocity (Vh required velocity increment provided by SEPS) as
rollows:
T = W (1 - exp ( - Vh I W)) k, 1 a,,
where k, - eclipses cocfficicnt (ratio of total transfer
duration to the duration of bum arcs).
Mass models of the elements of SEPUS are
following:
*Mass of the SPT: h&,,g= ywpN,,,
lMass of the secondary power convcrtcrs and EPmodule control system: Mt, = ytr N&h,..
lh%ss of the xenon storage system (M&& including
xenon itself: Mtank= M, (I+&), where M, - xenou
mass.
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*Mass of the xenon feed system (it is assumed MC*5
kg).
&lass of the structural elements M,,= (M,,L+ Mole
+M, +Mf,) ‘~str.
&ass of the onboard solar power plant Mb= yfli,rN,
So, a mass of SEPS is being determined by a mass
of xenon (MJ and by an output power of the solar
power plant (No>.The required mass of xenon is being
determined by the required velocity increment, which
provides the transfer from the intermediate orbit into
GSO. The required velocity increment depends on the
thrust control and it is being determined after the
solution of the trajectory design problem.
For calculation we assume that the total mass of the
control system, the service systems, the attitude control
system and the other orbital systems equals 435 kg

not equals SO0v or 600 v when transfer duration is less
than 400 day. So, for practically interesting transfer
duration optimal specific impulse is less than 30
kmisec.

t&b).

We assume the following magnitudes of the design
parameters:

100

yspy =

16 kgikW; yb = 5 kgikW;y,, = 1.5 kg&W;
‘Yscr
=O.1s; ?lb = 0.93: a,. = 0.2.
The useful mass in the GSO:
Mr = Ku - lv$ - w - M, (l+aT).
The payload mass in the GSO:
M~I= Mr -MN -MA I+&) -Ma -m% -mtr -&b.
The magnitude of the useful mass is important
characteristic because we suppose the using of SEPS for
correction of the SC orbit in geostationary orbit during
the all time of existence of SC
Numerical analysis.
We consider an electric power of thruster 20 kW for
the base version.
.The elliptical intermediate orbit.
The first important conclusion of the numerical
analysis is: the minimal transfer durdtion exists. For
the considered case the minimal transfer duration
equals about 100 days. For such duration the payload
mass equals SO0kg (useful mass equals about 1500 kg),
When the transfer duration is increased then the
payload mass and the useful mass is increased too. The
payload mass as a function of the transfer duration are
presented in the Fig 1. It is analyzed SPT M290 with
the different anode voltage (200 v: 300 v, 400 v, 500 v.
600 v). The presented dependence is typical one. The
minimal transfer duration corresponds to the small
optimal specific impulse. When transfer duration is 100
-120 days ,then it is necessary to use the minimal anode
voltage 200 v (the minimal specific impulse 16.7
k.m/sec). When transfer duration is 120 -138 days then
the optimal anode voltage is 300 v (specific impulse
21.5 l&se@. When transfer duration is more than 138
day then the optimal anode voltage is 400 v (specitlc
impulse 25.5 km/se@ The optimal anode voltage can

150

zoo

250

‘F. 5,“ G;T’ y>Tj.8,?jj.9
J.
J.
J,
transfer duration [day )

M290 I J=2OOv
M290 lJ=3OOv
-‘-- lvl290 J_J=4OOv
’ M29(i I HOOv
:fV.>M290 1I400v
”

Fig. I Pqhad

mnss [kg] vs fron#r duration [dqv].
xmg --20 k?K M290.

‘The payload mass as a function of the transfer
duration for some anode voltages of SPT M200 and
M290 is presented in Fig 2.
WC can set that the using of M290 (with optimal
anode voltage) has some advantage. The payload mass
is more on 50 kg (small transfer duration 120 day) 100 kg (transfer duration 300 days). On another hand
the using of M2OO with the anode voltage 300 v and
400 v is preferable version than the using of M290 with
rhc anode voltage 200 v.
It is interesting that it is easy to approximate
depcndencc. of the payload mass with transfer duration
by 3 linear function,
A radius of an apogee of an intermediate orbit as a
fimctio~~ of a transfer duration is presented in Fig. 3.
This function is monotonc one. For a small transfer
duration (less than 150 days) a radius 01 an apogee of
an intermediate orbit is more than a radius of a
stationary orbit
Some optimal characteristics of the base version and
for the real interesting transfer duration (120 days, 150
days and 180 days) are presented in Table 2.
Mass of xenon equals 475 - 570 kg. The senon
mass is the nonmonotonic function of the transfer
duration. Tic cause of this fact is the change of the
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optimal type of thruster (of optimal anode voltage). The
useful mass is more than the payload mass on about
1000 -1100 kg.
i
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semimajor axis is increased up to 76000 km and then
is being decreased. The eccentricity is being decreased
and becomes equal to a zero at 124 day of transfer. The
orbit inclination changes monotonically and especially
sharply when the semimajor axis is very big.
Table 2.
Oatinral characteristics. Elliptical intermediate orbit.
Uifferent transfer d&ation. N=ZO klV
Transfer
duration

zj

0

%j I

‘j

2 zj

5 ‘j

tranafcr Jurotiw
.,Q

M200
M200
M200
M290
M290
M290

6

'j

1 day

4154
44629

4033
36227

3747
24353

altitude
Xenon mass
optimal W

kg

506
21.5

475
25.5

570
25.5

kdS

Vh. OI‘SEPS

km/s

5.33

5.56

6.02

payload mass

kg

633

useful mass

kg

1698

789
1857

935
2029

7

[Jays]

U-200~
U=3OOv
1J=4OOv
U=2OOv
U=3OOv
U=4OOv

yl!
300

400

500

600

700

‘I.

197

aa,

Fig 3 Radim of apogee of intermediate orbit [I rr’km/
vs transfer duration [day]

Some characteristics of the optimal trajectory of
transfer when transfer duration is 150 days is presented
on Fig. 4 - 6. The semimajor axes (Fig, 4), the orbit
inclination (Fig. 5) and the eccentricity (Fig. 6) as the
functions of the current time [days] are shown. The
semimajor axis changes nonmonotonically. First the

( 180

kg
km

The characteristic velocity of SEPS is a monotone
function of the transfer duration. The characteristic
velocity is increased from 5.33 km/set to 6.02 kn&c
when transfer duration is increased from 120 to 180
days.

200

1 150

M,ofCUS
apogee

Fig. 2 Pqyload mas,y[kgJ vs tramfir duration ldayj.
N,,,==ZUkW. A4200 md MZYO.

” 100

1 320

6,

<leg
.
ino2,2
~40
deg
ino3,3
20
de&
.,,,:.

I
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Hg.5. lnclinaiion vs current time. MZYO Cl=400 v,
N=20 kW, ?‘=I50 doy
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The circular intermediate orbit.
The results of the numerical analysis for case when
the electric power of SPT equals 20 kW are presented
in Table 4.
Table 4.
Optimal chamcteristics. Circzdor intermediate orbit
D#erent fransfer duration. Xeng=20 kli’

Fig 6. l?ccenhkily vs currenl time. M290 U-L400 v,
N-20 1~1, T-- 150 dqv

Anal&s of characteristics of SC for the diffm
elec1ric uowers of t11rustcr
The results of the numerical research allow to assert
that optimal magnitude of electric power is more than
the maximal possible electric power (35 kW). The
payload mass is increased when the electric power is
increased. In case the electric power of SPT equals 10
kW for the considered pattern of transfer the minimal
duration of transfer is 210 days (tic anode voltage of
SPT - 200 v) or 250 days (the anode voltage of SPT300 v).
The data of the numerical analysis for the case
when the electric power equals 20 and 30 kW are
presented in Table 3 (the transfer duration equals 150
days). The optimal type of SPT isn’t changed when
electric power is changed. The optimal anode voltage of
SPr equals 400 v.
The increase of electric power of SPT from 20 kW
to 30 kW ledds to:
l
the optimal prop&ant mass is decreased from 4033
kg to 3320 kg;
0 the xenon mass is increased from 475 kg to 714 kg;
l
the characteristic velocity of SEPS is increased to
6.577 km/set;
l
The useful mass and the payload mass is increased
to 2283 kg and 902 kg respectively.
Table 3.

The payload mass (and useful mass) monotonously
is increased when transfer duration increases. The
payload mass equals to 64 kg when T=60 days, and it
equals to I477 kg when T=300 days.
The optimal spAtic
impulse is a monotone
function of transfer duration, We consider the concrete
SPT therefore the optimal specific impulse equals 21.5
km/set when transfer duration is 60 -270 days. But
when transfer duration is 300 days then the optimal
specific impulse equals 25.3 km/set. That is why the
many characteristics are the nonmonotone Sanctions of
the transfer duration (the propellant mass of CUS, the
nlass of xenon, the characteristic velocity of SEPS).
The payload mass as a typical function of the
specific impulse is presented in Fig 6

7------

Optimal charocferisttcx Elliptical intermediafe orbit.
Diflerent electric powers. 1’150 day
N..,

Nm
~OfCUS

kW
kW
.
km

20
24.0
4033
36227

30
35.9
3320
153.53
specific impulse [ldscc]

Fig 6. Payload mass vs spectfic impulse of SIPS.
Transfer duroiion 1.50 dqys. A’~.a- 20 kR

The upper line of Fig 6 corresponds to SPT M290,
the lower line corresponds to SPT M200. The optimal
anode voltage is 300 v Tar the both engines. The loss of
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the payload mass (if the optimal anode voltage isn’t
used) can be more than 70 kg.
The usefol mass as a typical function of specific
impulse is presented in Fig 7.

For such transfer duration the increase of the
electric power of SYT with 20 kW on 30 kW does not
result in increase of a mass of a payload (64 . ..62 kg)
though the useful mass is increased essentially (1073
...I354 kg).
The reason of this fact consists of rather significant
increase of a mass of a solar power plant and mass of
propulsion subsystem.
The optimal characteristics for a duration of
transfer 60 days arc shown in Table 6.
Table 6.
0ptimal characteristics. Circular intermediate orbit.
D~~ia-enl electric powers T30 dq
N,,,
kW
22.5
33.6
%J,
kW
20
30

Fig 7. L~+I nl*ss w specijic impi& of SEPX
Trarwfer duration I50 dqx NL.,,g--.
20 kW

The useful mass is more the payload mass on about
1100 kg. If WC would choose the useful mass as the
criterion of optimization then the optimal specific
impalse of SEPUS will be Icss. lf we use the SPT with
the anode voltage 200 V then lhe loss of useful mass
will bc very small (about 15 kg). For less transfer
duration this loss may be less.
We analyzed inlluencc of power of the solar power
plant to the characteristics of the SC preiect. The
characteristics of the project of the spacecraft for three
considered levels of power for an transfer duration 150
days are presented in Table 5.
We can see, that the payload mass (and the useful
mass) is much increased with increase of power of the
solar power plant. The optimum power (as well as in
case of an elliptical intermediate orbit) is more tlum
the considered maximal power (35 kW)
Table 5.
Optimal characferistics. Circular intermediate orbit.
LXfferent electric powers. T=l.W day
N,,,
NM,

M,of CUS
altitudeof

1
(
1

kW
kW

kg
km

1 12.0
I
10
1 4863
I 14010

1 24.0
I
20
) 3896
I 5~54

1 35.‘)
]
30

] 3030
1 3399

M, ol’CUS
altitude of
intemid.orbit
Xenon mass
Vh of SEPS

kg
km

5080
19510

4645
10730

kg

256
4.408

384
5.108

64

62

kttlhX

payload mass

kg

1354
1073
useful mass
kg
The payload mass as a function of an electric power
of SPT for some transfer duration (120, 150, 1X0 and
300 days) is presented in Fig 8.
2000,

I
10

20

30

N.
hhg

ik\hrj

120 ditys
-* 150 days
180 days
300 days
!<

Fig 8. Pqload mass vs SPT electric power. DiJ2rent
transfer duration Circular intermediate orbit

The dependence of a payload mass as a function of
an electric power of the solar power plant changes only
for small duration of transfer. So when a electric power
of SPT equals 10 kW it is impossible to execute a
transfer with a duration 60 days.

Comparison of the schemes of transfer with use of an
cliiptical and circular intermediate orbit
In Fig, 9 are shown a dependence of a mass of a
payload as function of a transfer duration for the both
considered schcmcs of transfer. The electrical power of
SPT equals 20 kW. An thruster M 290 with the optimal
spcciiic impulse is used
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We can see, that in all range of the possible
duration the use of the scheme of transfer with an
elliptical intermediate orbit is more preferable. When
the transfer duration equals 120 days a gain of a
payload mass is about 110 kg. At increase of a transfer
duration this gain is decreases. At a transfer duration
300 days of a payload mass of the considered versions
practically coincide.

5OG
60

120

IRO

2110

I
300

Tk

transfer
duration [day1
.‘J circular internmiiatc orbit
! ‘K:i elliptical inkmediate orbit
P’ig 9. Pa.vload mass vs transfer duration,for circular
and elliptical intermediate orbit

We can see, that in all range of the possible
duration the use of the scheme of transfer with an
elliptical intermediate orbit is more preferable. When
the transfer duration equals 120 days a gain of a
payload mass is about 105 kg. At increase of a transfer
duration this gain is decreases. At a transfer duration
300 days of a pay-load mass of the considered versions
practically coincide.
lf the useful mass is considered as a criterion of
optimization, then the advantage of the scheme of
transfer with an intermediate elliptical orbit remains.
At a transfer duration 120 days this advantage equals
about 100 kg. _4t increase of a transfer duration the
advantage is being decreased and becomes minor.
When an electrical power of solar power plant is
increased the advantage of the scheme of transfer with
an elliptical intermediate orbit becomes less essential.
At a transfer duration 120 clays a gain of the payload
mass is about 55 kg. A gain of the useful mass is about
45 kg At a transfer duration 180 days the useful
masses (as well as the payload masses) for the
considered schemes of transfer practically are equal.
Conclusion.
Mission design of a fully integrated solar stationary
plasma propulsion system for geostationary orbit
insertion is carried out.
An optimization of two patterns of the transfer of
SC into geostationary orbit (with use of an elliptical
and circular intermediate orbits) is carried out.

The comparison of hvo patterns of the transfer of
SC into geostationary orbit allows to assert that in all
range of the possible duration the use of the scheme of
transfer with an elliptical intermediate orbit is more
preferable. In this case the payload mass (as well as the
useful mass) can be increased more on 100 kg than for
use of a circular intermediate orbit.
For the big range of the transfer duration the
optimal specific impulse is 20 - 25 km!sec. (optimal
anode voltage is 300 - 400 v).
For the small transfer duration the optimal specific
impulse can be 16.7 km/set. Such specific impulse is
optimal one if the useful mass is considered as a
criterion of optimization.
An increase of magnitude of an electric power of
solar power plant is advisable.
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